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Type Size

Star.T 3/8" - 9/16" (10-15 mm) 50

Star.B 3/16" (5 mm) 50

LH3 1/8" (3 mm) 250

ADJUSTABLE PAVING 
SUPPORT “STAR.T” - “STAR.B”

** Suitable only with standard 5/32" (4 mm) thick tabs.

pedesTal
We are the "White

head" ones!

Extension for Star.T

Leveling Shim



DETAILS THAT MAKE 
THE DIFFERENCE.
The most important things are often difficult to be seen, they are hidden and become visible only 
when you realize that it’s just a tiny difference that makes at the end the bigger difference.
Outdoor flooring support has never been so thin - it’s called STAR.T and it’s meant to change the 
market. It’s the most adaptable, especially for renovations, the only one constantly adjustable 
thanks to the well known adjustment key, the only one adaptable to any kind of tiles. It makes any 
outdoor project simple, whether you’re doing it by yourself or hiring contractors, and it’s guaranteed 
by Eterno MRP Supports
Eterno’s new Star.T support can meet even the most demanding “thresholds.”
Its compact size makes it a perfect pedestal for renovation. “Star.T” is adjustable from 3/8" - 
9/16" (8 to 30 mm) and it’s compatible with any type of ceramic, concrete, or composite 
material floor of any size and weight.  
The adjustment of “Star.T“ to the millimeter makes it possible to realize elegant and stable floorings, 
speeding the installation and giving solidity and precision to the entire pavement.
“Star.B” is the only extension that fits “Star.T“ , that enables to reach “NM1” and “SE0” adjustable 
supports; only one height for a versatile and simple product:  it is placed under the “Star.T” increasing 
its height by 3/16" (5mm) and with the possibility to add more “Star.B” on top of eachothers in case 
of need. Find more information about our Pedestals on www.mrpsupports.com

PRETEND ThE BEST fOR yOUR ExTERIOR ELEVATED fLOOR.
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